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Air conditioning can be used in both domestic and commercial environments. This process is
most commonly used to achieve a more comfortable interior environment, typically for humans
and other animals; however, air conditioning is also used to cool and dehumidify rooms filled
with heat-producing electronic devices, such as computer servers , power amplifiers , and to
display and store some delicate products, such as artwork. Air conditioners often use a fan to
distribute the conditioned air to an enclosed space such as a building or a car to improve
thermal comfort and indoor air quality. Electric refrigerant-based AC units range from small
units that can cool a small bedroom, which can be carried by a single adult, to massive units
installed on the roof of office towers that can cool an entire building. The cooling is typically
achieved through a refrigeration cycle , but sometimes a passive cooling system such as
evaporation or free cooling is used. Air conditioning systems can also be made based on
desiccants chemicals that remove moisture from the air. Some AC systems reject or store heat
in subterranean pipes. In construction , a complete system of heating, ventilation , and air
conditioning is referred to as HVAC. In response to, in the United Nations called for the
technology to be made more sustainable to mitigate climate change. Passive cooling and
passive ventilation are techniques for air-conditioning without using external power sources;
they include windcatchers , evaporative cooling , selective shading, encouraging airflow, and
using the heat capacity of the soil or masonry. Air-conditioning dates back to prehistory.
Ancient Egyptian buildings used a wide variety of passive air-conditioning techniques. Using
information from engineering studies of traditional buildings, passive techniques are being
revived and modified for 21st-century architectural designs. Buildings designed with passive air
conditioning are generally less expensive to construct than buildings with conventional HVAC
systems, and maintenance costs are also lower. In dry, hot climates, the evaporative cooling
effect may be used by placing water at the air intake, such that the draft draws air over water
and then into the house. For this reason, it is sometimes said that the fountain, in the
architecture of hot, arid climates, is like the fireplace in the architecture of cold climates.
Humans feel cooler in moving air than they do in stagnant air of the same temperature, because
a draft disrupts the warm boundary layer and evaporates sweat. Techniques to drive a continual
air flow are therefore common; evaporative cooling, selective shading, wind, thermal
convection, and heat storage can be used to create a pressure difference and drive circulation.
In areas which are cold at night or in winter , heat storage is used. Heat may be stored in earth
or masonry; air is drawn past the masonry to heat or cool it. In areas which are below freezing
at night in winter, snow and ice can be collected and stored in icehouses for later use in
cooling. Hand fans have existed since prehistory. Large human-powered fans built into
buildings include the punkah. During the subsequent Song Dynasty â€” , written sources
mentioned the air conditioning rotary fan as even more widely used. A phase transition below
the desired temperature can be used to cool to that temperature. The oldest one is melting ice,
but other substances with lower phase transition temperatures were experimented with. These
early refrigerants were also essentially a form of heat storage; they were used up in the process
of cooling and would have to be re-cooled when the outdoor temperature permitted it. A method
of chilling ice to temperatures far below the its freezing point by mixing it with potassium nitrate
then called "nitre" is described in the book, Natural Magic , [11] by the early experimentalist
Giambattista della Porta. While Giambattista della Porta saw it as his duty make his discoveries
public and explain his "magic" using natural laws, [16] the Dutch inventor Cornelis Drebbel
presented himself as a magician, and kept the methods of his work secret. Drebbel's
contemporary Francis Bacon , like della Porta a believer in scientific communication, may not
have been present at the demonstration, but in a book published later the same year, he
described it as "experiment of artificiall freezing" and said that "Nitre or rather its spirit is very
cold, and hence nitre or salt when added to snow or ice intensifies the cold of the latter, the
nitre by adding to its own cold, but the salt by supplying activity to the cold of the snow. In ,
Benjamin Franklin and John Hadley , a chemistry professor at Cambridge University ,
conducted an experiment to explore the principle of evaporation as a means to rapidly cool an
object. Franklin and Hadley confirmed that the evaporation of highly volatile liquids such as
alcohol and ether could be used to drive down the temperature of an object past the freezing
point of water. They conducted their experiment with the bulb of a mercury thermometer as their
object and with a bellows used to speed up the evaporation. Franklin concluded: "From this
experiment one may see the possibility of freezing a man to death on a warm summer's day.
Compressing a refrigerant heats it, and letting it expand cools it adiabatic temperature changes.
Mechanical compressors could therefore be used to manufacture ice for sale, dumping the heat
into above-freezing surroundings. In , English scientist and inventor Michael Faraday
discovered that compressing and liquefying ammonia could chill air when the liquefied
ammonia was allowed to evaporate. He hoped to eventually use his ice-making machine to

regulate the temperature of buildings. Though his prototype leaked and performed irregularly,
Gorrie was granted a patent in for his ice-making machine. Though his process improved the
artificial production of ice, his hopes for its success vanished soon afterward when his chief
financial backer died and Gorrie did not get the money he needed to develop the machine.
According to his biographer, Vivian M. Sherlock, he blamed the "Ice King", Frederic Tudor , for
his failure, suspecting that Tudor had launched a smear campaign against his invention. Gorrie
died impoverished in , and the dream of commonplace air conditioning went away for 50 years.
James Harrison 's first mechanical ice-making machine began operation in on the banks of the
Barwon River at Rocky Point in Geelong , Australia. His first commercial ice-making machine
followed in , and his patent for an ether vapor compression refrigeration system was granted in
This novel system used a compressor to force the refrigeration gas to pass through a
condenser, where it cooled down and liquefied. The liquefied gas then circulated through the
refrigeration coils and vaporized again, cooling down the surrounding system. The machine
produced three tons of ice per day. Though Harrison had commercial success establishing a
second ice company back in Sydney in , he later entered the debate over how to compete
against the American advantage of ice-refrigerated beef sales to the United Kingdom. He wrote:
"Fresh meat frozen and packed as if for a voyage, so that the refrigerating process may be
continued for any required period", and in prepared the sailing ship Norfolk for an experimental
beef shipment to the United Kingdom. His choice of a cold room system instead of installing a
refrigeration system upon the ship itself proved disastrous when the ice was consumed faster
than expected. The creation of the modern electrical air conditioning unit and industry is
credited to the American inventor Willis H. There, he began experimenting with air conditioning
as a way to solve an application problem for the Sackett-Wilhelms Lithographing and Publishing
Company in Brooklyn, New York. The first air conditioner, designed and built in Buffalo, New
York by Carrier, began working on 17 July Designed to improve manufacturing process control
in a printing plant, Carrier's invention controlled not only temperature but also humidity. Carrier
used his knowledge of the heating of objects with steam and reversed the process. Instead of
sending air through hot coils, he sent it through cold coils filled with cold water. The air was
cooled, and thereby the amount of moisture in the air could be controlled, which in turn made
the humidity in the room controllable. The controlled temperature and humidity helped maintain
consistent paper dimensions and ink alignment. Later, Carrier's technology was applied to
increase productivity in the workplace, and The Carrier Air Conditioning Company of America
was formed to meet rising demand. Over time, air conditioning came to be used to improve
comfort in homes and automobiles as well. In , Stuart W. Cramer of Charlotte was exploring
ways to add moisture to the air in his textile mill. Cramer coined the term "air conditioning",
using it in a patent claim he filed that year as analogous to "water conditioning", then a
well-known process for making textiles easier to process. He combined moisture with
ventilation to "condition" and change the air in the factories, controlling the humidity so
necessary in textile plants. Willis Carrier adopted the term and incorporated it into the name of
his company. Shortly thereafter, the first private home to have air conditioning was built in
Minneapolis in , owned by Charles Gates. Pierre DuBose designed a network of ductwork and
vents for his home Meadowmont , all disguised behind intricate and attractive Georgian-style
open moldings. In , Robert Sherman of Lynn, Massachusetts invented a portable, in-window air
conditioner that cooled, heated, humidified, dehumidified, and filtered the air. By the late s,
most newly built residential homes in the United States had central air conditioning. Box air
conditioning units during this time also became more inexpensive which resulted in greater
population growth in the states of Florida and Arizona. The first air conditioners and
refrigerators employed toxic or flammable gases, such as ammonia , methyl chloride , or
propane , that could result in fatal accidents when they leaked. Thomas Midgley, Jr. The
refrigerant names include a number indicating the molecular composition e. The blend most
used in direct-expansion home and building comfort cooling is an HCFC known as
chlorodifluoromethane R Dichlorodifluoromethane R was the most common blend used in
automobiles in the U. R and R are no longer manufactured in the U. Modern refrigerants have
been developed to be more environmentally safe than many of the early
chlorofluorocarbon-based refrigerants used in the early- and mid-twentieth century. Moreover,
policy and political influence by corporate executives resisted change. The environmental
organization Greenpeace provided funding to a former East German refrigerator company to
research an alternative ozone and climate-safe refrigerant in The company developed a
hydrocarbon mix of isopentane and isobutane , but as a condition of the contract with
Greenpeace could not patent the technology, which led to its widespread adoption by other
firms. In , Germany made CFC refrigerators illegal. EPA, disparaging the approach as "that
German technology". R isobutane is already widely used in residential refrigeration. Cooling in

traditional AC systems is accomplished using the vapor-compression cycle, which uses the
forced circulation and phase change of a refrigerant between gas and liquid to transfer heat.
The vapor-compression cycle can occur within a unitary, or packaged piece of equipment; or
within a chiller that is connected to terminal cooling equipment such as a variable refrigerant
flow terminal or fan coil unit on its evaporator side and heat rejection equipment on its
condenser side. Some air conditioning systems have the option to reverse the refrigeration
cycle and act as heat pumps, therefore producing heating instead of cooling in the indoor
environment. They are also commonly referred to as "reverse cycle air conditioners". The heat
pump is significantly more energy efficient than electric resistance heating , because it moves
energy from air or groundwater to the heated space, as well as the heat from purchased
electrical energy. When the heat pump is in heating mode, the indoor evaporator coil switches
roles and becomes the condenser coil, producing heat. The outdoor condenser unit also
switches roles to serve as the evaporator and discharges cold air colder than the ambient
outdoor air. This is partly because ice forms on the outdoor unit's heat exchanger coil, which
blocks airflow over the coil. Some heat pump systems will therefore have a form of electric
resistance heating in the indoor air path that is activated only in this mode in order to
compensate for the temporary indoor air cooling, which would otherwise be uncomfortable in
the winter. The icing problem becomes much more severe with lower outdoor temperatures, so
heat pumps are commonly installed in tandem with a more conventional form of heating, such
as an electrical heater, a natural gas , oil or tree fireplace or central heating , which is used
instead of the heat pump during harsher winter temperatures. In this case, the heat pump is
used efficiently during the milder temperatures, and the system is switched to the conventional
heat source when the outdoor temperature is lower. In very dry climates, evaporative coolers,
sometimes referred to as swamp coolers or desert coolers, are popular for improving coolness
during hot weather. An evaporation cooler is a device that draws outside air through a wet pad,
such as a large sponge soaked with water. The sensible heat of the incoming air, as measured
by a dry bulb thermometer , is reduced. The temperature of the incoming air is reduced, but it is
also more humid, so the total heat sensible heat plus latent heat is unchanged. Some of the
sensible heat of the entering air is converted to latent heat by the evaporation of water in the
wet cooler pads. If the entering air is dry enough, the results can be quite substantial.
Evaporative coolers tend to feel as if they are not working during times of high humidity, when
there is not much dry air with which the coolers can work to make the air as cool as possible for
dwelling occupants. Unlike other types of air conditioners, evaporative coolers rely on the
outside air to be channeled through cooler pads that cool the air before it reaches the inside of
a house through its air duct system; this cooled outside air must be allowed to push the warmer
air within the house out through an exhaust opening such as an open door or window. Air
conditioning can also be provided by a process called free cooling which uses pumps to
circulate a coolant such as air, water, or a water- glycol mixture from a cold source, which in
return acts as a heat sink for the energy that is removed from the cooled space. Common
storage media are cool outside air, deep aquifers, or a natural underground rock mass accessed
via a cluster of small-diameter boreholes. Some systems with small storage capacity are hybrid
systems, using free cooling early in the cooling season, and later employing a heat pump to
chill the circulation coming from the storage. The heat pump is added because the temperature
of the storage gradually increases during the cooling season, thereby declining its
effectiveness. Free cooling systems can have high efficiencies and are sometimes combined
with seasonal thermal energy storage STES so the cold of winter can be used for summer air
conditioning. Free cooling and hybrid systems are mature technology. Since humans perspire
to provide natural cooling by the evaporation of perspiration from the skin, reducing humidity
makes occupants feel cooler at the same air temperature. Air conditioning equipment will
reduce the absolute humidity of the air processed by the system if the surface of the evaporator
coil is significantly cooler than the dew point of the surrounding air. Moisture from the air will
condense on the coil and must be disposed of or recycled. Most modern air-conditioning
systems feature a dehumidification cycle during which the compressor runs while the fan is
slowed as much as possible [ citation needed ] to reduce the evaporator temperature and
therefore condense more water. When the temperature falls below a threshold, both the fan and
compressor are shut off to mitigate further temperature drops; [ clarification needed ] this
prevents moisture on the evaporator from being blown back into the room. Occasionally, to
thaw any ice produced, the fan runs with the compressor shut down; this function is less
effective when ambient temperatures are low. Inverter air conditioners use the inside coil
temperature sensor to keep the evaporator as cold as possible. When the evaporator is too
cold, [ clarification needed ] the compressor is slowed or stopped with the indoor fan running. A
specialized air conditioner that is used only for dehumidifying is called a dehumidifier. It also

uses a refrigeration cycle , but differs from a standard air conditioner in that both the evaporator
and the condenser are placed in the same air path. A standard air conditioner transfers heat
energy out of the room because its condenser coil releases heat outside. However, since all
components of the dehumidifier are in the same room, no heat energy is removed. Instead, the
electric power consumed by the dehumidifier remains in the room as heat, so the room is
actually heated , just as by an electric heater that draws the same amount of power. In addition,
if water is condensed in the room, the amount of heat previously needed to evaporate that water
also is re-released in the room the latent heat of vaporization. The dehumidification process is
the inverse of adding water to the room with an evaporative cooler , and instead releases heat.
Therefore, an in-room dehumidifier always will warm the room and reduce the relative humidity
indirectly, as well as reducing the humidity directly by condensing and removing water. Inside
the unit, the air passes over the evaporator coil first, and is cooled and dehumidified. The now
dehumidified, cold air then passes over the condenser coil where it is warmed up again. Then
the air is released back into the room. The unit produces warm, dehumidified air and can
usually be placed freely in the environment room that is to be conditioned. Dehumidifiers are
commonly used in cold, damp climates to prevent mold growth indoors, especially in
basements. They are also used to protect sensitive equipment from the adverse effects of
excessive humidity in tropical countries. In a thermodynamically closed system , any power
dissipated into the system that is being maintained at a set temperature which is a standard
mode of operation for modern air conditioners requires that the rate of energy removal by the
air conditioner increase. This increase has the effect that, for each unit of energy input into the
system say to power a light bulb in the closed system , the air conditioner removes that energy.
Air conditioner equipment power in the U. For residential homes, some countries set minimum
requirements for energy efficiency. In the United States, the efficiency of air conditioners is
often but not always rated by the seasonal energy efficiency ratio SEER. The higher the SEER
rating, the more energy efficient is the air conditioner. The electrical energy consumed per year
can be calculated as the average power multiplied by the annual operating time:. Assuming
hours of operation during a typical cooling season i. The EER is the efficiency rating for the
equipment at a particular pair of external and internal temperatures, while SEER is calculated
over a whole range of external temperatures i. The COP is a ratio with the same metric units of
energy joules in both the numerator and denominator. They cancel out, leaving a dimensionless
quantity. The United States now requires that residential systems manufactured in have a
minimum SEER rating of 13 although window-box systems are exempt from this law, so their
SEER is still around Window unit air conditioners are installed in an open window. The interior
air is cooled as a fan blows it over the evaporator. On the exterior, the heat drawn from the
interior is dissipated into the environment as a second fan blows outside air over the
condenser. A large house or building may have several such units, allowing each room to be
cooled separately. In , General Electric introduced a popular portable in-window air conditioner
designed for convenience and portability. Packaged terminal air conditioner PTAC systems are
also known as wall-split air conditioning systems. PTACs, which are frequently used in hotels,
have two separate units terminal packages , the evaporative unit on the interior and the
condensing unit on the exterior, with an opening passing through the wall and connecting them.
This minimizes the interior system footprint and allows each room to be adjusted
independently. PTAC systems may be adapted to provide heating in cold weather, either directly
by using an electric strip, gas, or other heater, or by reversing the refrigerant flow to heat the
interior and draw heat from the exterior air, converting the air conditioner into a heat pump.
While room air conditioning provides maximum flexibility, when used to cool many rooms at a
time it is generally more expensive than central air conditioning. The first practical
semi-portable air conditioning unit was invented by engineers at Chrysler Motors and offered
for sale starting in Split-system air conditioners come in two forms: mini-split and central
systems. In both types, the inside-environment evaporative heat exchanger is separated by
some distance from the outside-environment condensing unit heat exchanger. These are used
in homes and businesses. In them, the indoor unit can be an air handling unit or a fan coil unit ,
and a mechanism to heat the air and filter is placed inside a house or building and is connected
to a condensing unit, which is outdoors. The air handler is controlled by a thermostat placed
some distance away from the air handler. A user sets a desired temperature on the thermostat
and the thermostat controls the air handler to maintain the set temperature. The air is fed
through the air handler and, using ducts, into the spaces to be air conditioned. The air handler
is usually placed away from the spaces that are air conditioned, in a different room. The air
handler may get its air from outside or from the room, either through vents placed indoors or
from ducts. The air handler may also be placed outside, contain a condenser, and allowed to
draw outside air. When these criteria are met, they are instead known as rooftop systems,

rooftop units, rooftop packaged unit or packaged rooftop system. A mini-split system typically
supplies air conditioned and heated air to a single or a few rooms of a building. The name
mini-split is often used to refer to those split systems that only supply air to a single room.
Multi-zone systems are a common application of ductless systems and allow up to 8 rooms
zones to be conditioned from a single outdoor unit. Multi-zone systems typically offer a variety
of indoor unit styles including wall-mounted, ceiling-mounted, ceiling recessed, and horizontal
ducted. The first mini-split systems were sold in by Mitsubishi Electric and Toshiba , in Japan.
Its invention was motivated by the small size of modern Japanese homes, and the large size of
traditional ducted central split systems. Large multi-zone systems are known as VRF Variable
refrigerant flow systems and are often used in commercial buildings. Multi-zone ductless
systems were invented by Daikin in and VRF systems were also invented by Daikin in Both were
first sold in Japan. Advantages of the ductless system include smaller size and flexibility for
zoning or heating and cooling individual rooms. The inside wall space required is significantly
reduced. Also, the compressor and heat exchanger can be located farther away from the inside
space, rather than merely on the other side of the same unit as in a PTAC or window air
conditioner. Flexible exterior hoses lead from the outside unit to the interior one s ; these are
often enclosed with metal to look like common drainpipes from the roof. In addition, ductless
systems offer higher efficiency, reaching above 30 SEER. The primary disadvantage of ductless
air conditioners is their cost. An additional possible disadvantage is that the cost of installing
mini splits can be higher than some systems. However, lower operating costs and rebates or
other financial incentivesâ€”offered in some areasâ€”can help offset the initial expense. A
multi-split system [67] is a conventional split system, which is divided into two parts evaporator
and condenser and allows cooling or heating of several rooms with one external unit. In the
outdoor unit of this air conditioner, there is a more powerful compressor, ports for connecting
several traces, and automation with locking valves for regulating the volume of refrigerant
supplied to the indoor units located in the room. A large Multi Split System is called a Variable
refrigerant flow system and can be used instead of a central air conditioner system, as it allows
for higher energy efficiency but it is more expensive to purchase and install. Other common
types of air conditioning systems are multi-split systems, the difference between the separate
split systems and multi-split systems in several indoor units. All of them are connected to the
main external unit, but the principle of their operation is similar to a simple split-system. Its
unique feature is the presence of one main external unit that connected to several indoor units.
Such systems might be the right solution for maintaining the microclimate in several offices,
shops, large living spaces. The outdoor units do not worsen the aesthetic appearance of the
building. The main external unit can be connected to several different indoor types: floor,
ceiling, cassette, etc. Before selecting the installation location of the air conditioner, several
main factors need to be considered. First of all, the direction of airflow from the indoor units
should not fall on the place of rest or work area. Secondly, there should not be any obstacles in
the way of the airflow that might prevent it from covering the space of the premises as much as
possible. The outdoor unit must also be located in an open space, otherwise, the heat from the
house will not be effectively discharged outside and the productivity of the entire system will
drop sharply. It is highly advisable to install the air conditioner units in easily accessible places,
for further maintenance during operation. The main problem when installing a multi-split system
is the laying of long refrigerant lines for connecting the external unit to the internal ones. While
installing a separate split system, workers try to locate both units opposite to each other, where
the length of the line is minimal. Installing a multi-split system creates more difficulties since
some indoor units can be located far from the outside. The first models of multi-split systems
had one common control system that did not allow you to set the air conditioning individually
for each room. However, now the market has a wide selection of multi-split systems, in which
the functional characteristics of indoor units operate separately from each other. The selection
of indoor units has one restriction: their total power should not exceed the capacity of the
outdoor unit. However, it is wrong to expect better performance when all indoor units are turned
on at the same time since the total capacity of the whole system is limited by the capacity of the
outdoor unit. Simply put, the outdoor unit will distribute all its power to all operating indoor
units in such a way that some of the rooms may not have a very comfortable temperature level.
However, the calculation of the total power is not simple, since it takes into account not only the
nominal power of the units, but also the cooling capacity, heating, dehumidification,
humidification, venting, etc. Central cooling plants are used to condition large commercial,
industrial, or campus loads. At larger scales, the ductwork required to move conditioned air to
and from the plant would be impractically large, so an intermediate fluid such as chilled water is
used instead. The plant often consists of a chiller, which may be water- or air-cooled. If
water-cooled, the chiller is cooled by a cooling tower. A portable air conditioner can be easily

transported inside a home or office. Portable air conditioners are either evaporative or
refrigerative. The compressor-based refrigerant systems are air-cooled, meaning they use air to
exchange heat, in the same way as a car radiator or typical household air conditioner does.
Such a system dehumidifies the air as it cools it. It collects water condensed from the cooled air
and produces hot air which must be vented outside the cooled area; doing so transfers heat
from the air in the cooled area to the outside air. A portable system has an indoor unit on
wheels connected to an outdoor unit via flexible pipes, similar to a permanently fixed installed
unit. The portable units draw indoor air and expel it outdoors through a single duct. Many
portable air conditioners come with heat as well as dehumidification function. Hose systems,
which can be monoblock or air-to-air , are vented to the outside via air ducts. The monoblock
type collects the water in a bucket or tray and stops when full. The air-to-air type re-evaporates
the water and discharges it through the ducted hose and can run continuously. A single-hose
unit uses air from within the room to cool its condenser and then vents it outside. This air is
replaced by hot air from outside or other rooms due to the negative pressure inside the room ,
thus reducing the unit's overall efficiency. Modern units might have a coefficient of performance
of approximately 3 i. A dual-hose unit draws air to cool its condenser from outside instead of
from inside the room, and thus is more effective than most single-hose units. These units create
no negative pressure in the room. Evaporative coolers , sometimes called "swamp coolers", do
not have a compressor or condenser. Liquid water is evaporated on the cooling fins, releasing
the vapor into the cooled area. Evaporating water absorbs a significant amount of heat, the
latent heat of vaporisation , cooling the air. Humans and animals use the same mechanism to
cool themselves by sweating. Evaporative coolers have the advantage of needing no hoses to
vent heat outside the cooled area, making them truly portable. They are also very cheap to
install and use very little energy compared to refrigerative air conditioners. However, they are
really suited only for dry but hot climates where cooling through the evaporation of water
becomes efficient. And since they evaporate rather than condense water, they actually increase
the humidity rather than decrease it. In the climates for which they are designed, the resulting
cooling outweighs any discomfort from the humidity thereby generated. Air-conditioning
engineers broadly divide air conditioning applications into comfort and process applications.
Comfort applications aim to provide a building indoor environment that remains relatively
constant despite changes in external weather conditions or in internal heat loads. Air
conditioning makes deep plan buildings feasible, for otherwise they would have to be built
narrower or with light wells so that inner spaces received sufficient outdoor air via natural
ventilation. Air conditioning also allows buildings to be taller, since wind speed increases
significantly with altitude making natural ventilation impractical for very tall buildings. Women
have, on average, a significantly lower resting metabolic rate than men. In addition to buildings,
air conditioning can be used for many types of transportation, including automobiles, buses
and other land vehicles, trains, ships, aircraft, and spacecraft. High temperatures in metro
system stations may be caused by train air conditioning. S consumes more energy for air
conditioning than the rest of the world. Southern European countries such as Greece have seen
a wide proliferation of home air-conditioning units in recent years. Process applications aim to
provide a suitable environment for a process being carried out, regardless of internal heat and
humidity loads and external weather conditions. It is the needs of the process that determine
conditions, not human preference. Process applications include these:. In both comfort and
process applications, the objective may be to not only control temperature, but also humidity ,
air quality, and air movement from space to space. In hot weather, air conditioning can prevent
heat stroke , dehydration from excessive sweating, and other problems related to hyperthermia.
Heat waves are the most lethal type of weather phenomenon in developed countries. Air
conditioning including filtration, humidification, cooling and disinfection can be used to provide
a clean, safe, hypoallergenic atmosphere in hospital operating rooms and other environments
where proper atmosphere is critical to patient safety and well-being. It is sometimes
recommended for home use by people with allergies. Poorly maintained water cooling towers
can promote the growth and spread of microorganisms such as Legionella pneumophila , the
infectious agent responsible for Legionnaires' disease. As long as the cooling tower is kept
clean usually by means of a chlorine treatment , these health hazards can be avoided or
reduced. The state of New York has codified requirements for registration, maintenance, and
testing of cooling towers to protect against Legionella. As of , 1. Production of the electricity
used to operate air conditioners has an environmental impact, including the release of
greenhouse gases. Most of the homes with central air conditioning have programmable
thermostats , but approximately two-thirds of the homes with central air do not use this feature
to make their homes more energy efficient. Alternatives to continual air conditioning can be
used with less energy, lower cost, and with less environmental impact. These include: [94]. The

selection of the working fluids refrigerants has a significant impact not only on the performance
of the air conditioners but on the environment as well. Most common refrigerants used for air
conditioning contribute to global warming, and many also deplete the ozone layer. The use of
CFC as a refrigerant was once common, including the refrigerants R and R sold under the brand
name Freon Freon refrigerants were commonly used during the 20th century in air conditioners
due to their superior stability and safety properties. When they are released accidentally or
deliberately, these chlorine-bearing refrigerants eventually reach the upper atmosphere. These
chlorine radicals catalyze the breakdown of ozone into diatomic oxygen , depleting the ozone
layer that shields the Earth's surface from strong UV radiation. Each chlorine radical remains
active as a catalyst until it binds with another radical, forming a stable molecule and quenching
the chain reaction. Prior to , most automotive air conditioning systems used R as a refrigerant.
It was replaced with Ra refrigerant, which has no ozone depletion potential. Although these
gasses can be recycled when air conditioning units are disposed of, uncontrolled dumping and
leaking can release gas directly into the atmosphere. The Regulation banned the use of R22 as a
"top-up" fluid for maintenance between for virgin fluid and for recycled fluid. This means that
equipment that uses R22 can still operate, as long as it does not leak. Although R22 is now
banned, units that use the refrigerant can still be serviced and maintained. The manufacture and
use of CFCs has been banned or severely restricted due to concerns about ozone depletion see
also Montreal Protocol. Environmental Protection Agency has restricted the sale, possession
and use of refrigerant to only licensed technicians, per rules under sections and of the Clean Air
Act. As an alternative to conventional refrigerants, other gases, such as CO 2 R , have been
proposed. It is an effective refrigerant with a global warming potential of 1, but it must use
higher compression to produce an equivalent cooling effect. In , a non-governmental
organization, Greenpeace, was spurred by corporate executive policies and requested that a
European lab find substitute refrigerants. This led to two alternatives, one a blend of propane R
and isobutane Ra , and one of pure isobutane. In the UNEP published new voluntary guidelines,
[] however as of [update] many countries have not yet ratified the Kigali Amendment. Air
conditioning caused various shifts in demography, notably that of the U. S starting from the s.
First, the number of births became much less varied throughout the year. Whereas, until , the
birth rate in the spring was lower than during the other seasons, the introduction of air
conditioning leveled out this difference at the end of the 20th century. There is also a gradual
movement of population from northern U. First designed to benefit targeted industries such as
the press as well as large factories, the invention quickly spread to public agencies and
administrations. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about cooling of air. For
air conditioning systems in vehicles, see Automobile air conditioning. For the Curved Air album,
see Air Conditioning album. For other uses, see AC. Process of altering the properties of air to
more favorable conditions. Main articles: Passive cooling and Passive ventilation. Main article:
Refrigerant. This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. December Learn how and when to remove this template message. Main article: Heat
pump and refrigeration cycle. Main article: Heat pump. Main article: Evaporative cooler. Main
article: Free cooling. Main article: Dehumidifier. The examples and perspective in this section
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refrigerator ice maker was working, but now is not making ice? To run the ice maker test mode,
first of all, pull the handle to open the ice room and remove the ice bucket. There are two styles
of LG refrigerator ice makers. On this first model, this is the power button. Here in the ice room
put the towel to catch water or ice that may fall when you run the test mode. Press and hold the
button for about 3 seconds and the ice maker will begin to turn. If water or ice were to fall from
the tray, the towel is there to catch it. The tray only holds about 4 or 5 oz of water. On this type
of ice maker, there is a tiny hole on the left side. This is a Test Button. So press and hold the
button for about 3 seconds until the arm starts to turn. For the first 2 hours, the refrigerator has
been plugged in, the ice maker test can only be run once. If you wish to run the test mode a
second time, unplug the unit for about 30 seconds to reset the ice maker. Without filter or when
the filter installed not properly in the filter housing, water will not flow to the ice maker and
water dispenser. If you recently changed the water filter and you noticed the ice maker started
to leak, the problem can be with water pressure. With a new filter, water will flow more freely
and when it reached ice maker it may create a splash. Some amount of water will leak in the ice
maker compartment to the very bottom and eventually will be on the floor. If you have ball-type
water tap behind the fridge, try to decrease incoming water pressure to the fridge by turning at
45 or less degrees. You need to play with it, to reach reasonable water pressure. To do this
adjustment, turn water tap to 45 degrees and let somebody will push water dispenser using big
cup or something like that. Another problem can be when the ice maker leaking, its when ice
maker dumping ice in the bucket, some ice cubes might stuck in the tray. And when fresh water
will fill ice maker, it actually will overfill and some amount of water will spill over the tray. Inlet
Valve â€” When the water inlet valve failed , you will not have water as well. In order to check
the inlet valve, you just need Multimeter. But keep in mind, that LG fridges have 2 inlet valves.
Main valve on the back of the fridge, secondary for the ice maker in the left door. You need to
check them both. Secondary valve getting water from the main valve. But from my experience,
secondary valve causing most of the problem with the ice maker. Water Hose â€” Behind your
LG fridge there is a water hose connected to the inlet valve. If the water hose is kinked, it will
restrict water flow to the inlet valve. Ice Maker â€” If ice maker failed to perform diagnostic test
and you not able to run it, then most likely ice maker motor failed. Control board â€” Every LG
refrigerator has a control board. If the control board not sending power to the ice maker or one
of the relays on the control board failed, then the ice maker will not run. Important: If all
components mentioned above in the article are ok and ice maker working ONLY when you press
RESET button ice maker should make a full turn and not making ice in automatic after that ,
then there is a problem with the main control board or optical sensors on the ice maker. Make
sure the control board will fit with your model of the fridge!!! One of the reasons is
malfunctioned ice maker fan , which is located in the freezer compartment. In order to check if
this fan is working, you need to apply a magnet to simulate a closed door see top side of the
door where the magnet is located. In order to reset ice maker, unplug your refrigerator or turn
breaker OFF for at least 30 sec. This procedure will reset the ice maker. This feature just speeds
up the freezing process and allows it to produce ice cubes 2 times faster. It depends. If you just
bought and installed LG refrigerator then it may take about 24 hours. But if your refrigerator
works more than 24 hours, in this case, every hours ice maker will produce new ice cubes.
Optical sensor malfunctioning, one of the reasons why your ice maker may complete Harvest
Cycle, but not working in Automatic Mode. If ETY is shown on the display after the procedure
above, Ice-detecting sensor is normal. When it shows FULL with empty ice bin, something
wrong with these sensors. As long as they are part of the ice maker, one of the options is to
replace ice maker and see if it will solve the problem. Need This Part? Click Here. Ice Maker
Troubleshooting starts from page I have been searching for 5 days and tried everything! I give
up!!! Ice was always plentiful â€¦moved to a new house and now lucky to get 1 tray of cubes to
fall. Hi Eugene, it looks like you are helping a lot of people here. My problem with this ice maker
is just super-super low production amounts. We get like 4 trays of ice per day. If ice maker not
getting enough water: 1. Inlet valve partially clogged 2. Water fill tube on the ice maker side
partially clogged by deposits. Also, put thermometer in the ice maker compartment to see what
the actual temp is. Michael, I push my test button and nothing happens. It is like there is not
electricity getting to the ice maker to make it cycle. I replaced it with a new ice makerâ€¦same
thing, pushed the test button and nothing. Any thoughts? Control Board? If you want me to take
a look at what kind of control board you need, let me know. Only half my ice tray is filling up
with water. What could be causing this? Another cause of not getting enough water is a

solenoid valve that does not shut off completely and allows a very small amount of water to
continue to flow, and this water slowly freezes and blocks the water line where it goes through
the back of the freezer. Both times removing the water line connection from the back of the
fridge and clearing out the ice in the section of line in the fridge wall, and replacing the solenoid
fixed it. How do you unclog the water fill tube? I have already replaced the inlet valve, and the
ice maker motor is turning the arm in a full circle so it appears to be functioning , but NO water
is coming out of the fill tube. New filter, plenty of pressure, drinking water dispenser works fine,
but no water comes out of the icemaker fill tube. I replaced the valve on the back, and restored
the water flow to the water dispenser. But like you, little to no water to the ice tray and
inconsistent ice production. After finding and replacing the valve in the door, I am making full
size cubes again. On my model, this valve is accessed by opening the door and removing the
lower shelf on that door, revealing an access panel with two screws. Removing that panel
reveals the solenoid valve and the drinking water tube that is coiled up to expose the water to
the cold air. Eugene, great advise, thanks! Best advise to get that fixed? Hard to say what
exactly went wrong, but try to reset ice maker and let it fill with water. If nothing comes out
during fill, then most likely ice maker inlet valve clogged located in the left door. Hi I changed
the ice maker. It makes ice. When the test button is manually pressed it releases ice cubes into
the tray. It does not however release the ice into the tray automatically. Why could that be? I
think the control boardâ€¦ some models of the ice makers depend on the control board signal,
some works independently. Eugene, I tried the test button and the ice maker did not cycle. I
replaced the ice maker with a brand new one. Pushed the test button and it did nothing. I made
sure it is turned on. Water is coming through the water dispenser. It appears there is no
electricity getting to the ice maker. It will not dump the ice. When I hit the reset it goes through
the process just fine. My fan is working checked with magnet â€¦my ice detecting eyes are
working get an ETY code. Is there any board level repair I can try or is there something I am
missing. Eugene Smith I need your help real bad. New ice maker. New water fill valve in the
back. New water fill valve in the door. New filter. Tray works and reset works. I can even hear it
sometimes going through the motion trying to fill with water but not water. I have water at my
water dispense. When I replaced the water fill valve in the door, I was able to blow on the line
from the valve up to the ice maker and it seemed clear. Seems like there is a restriction in the
water line somewhere. Did you check the water line from the filter to the secondary inlet valve
left door? I would check all of them, by blowing through and let somebody check another side
of the plastic tube while you blowing. I even checked the power going to the door ice valve side
and there is no power. I tested while the test cycle. So there is something preventing the valve
to let the water flow to the ice maker. The ice sensor test indicates empty so they are OK. No
sure what is the logic that prevents water to flow to the ice maker. I have replaced my ice maker
and still not getting ice. The tray moves now which the old one was not. However when I hold
the test button I get nothing. Please help lg model lmxss What you mean tray moves and then
when you hold test button you get nothing? So, ice tray moving or not, when you test it. Mostly
love it except the gets finger prints easily! During height of the Pandemic ice maker quit
working. I have replaced filter but waited till last month to unplug and finally empty out entire
fridge, waiting thinking something was clogging lines. I plugged back in, turned on ice maker
and reset from tiny hole in front of ice maker and waited. Your thoughths? I use conditioned
water throughout home so should not be calcium buildup. Thanks in advance for any help! You
mean ice maker didnt fill with water? Water dispenser working? Maybe inlet valve clogged or
just wait until temp settle in the ice maker and try to reset again. There is ice in dispenser now
but not moving it out for some reason. Any answers???????. Hi Michael, can you clarify what
kind of plastic line you are talking about? Everything in its place and nothing been misplaced?
Hi, I kust bought an LG fridge with ice plus feature. Even when i dont have the feature on it
makes ice. I check the lg app and it shows its off but it keeps making the extra ice. How do I turn
it off? Hi Rey, how do you know its making extra ice? It makes ice just fine, but when the ice
bucket is full, it seems that water must be leaking down the right side because those cubes
freeze together. It makes it impossible to remove the bucket without breaking up the jam. It
seems it should stop making ice before the bucket becomes too full and possibly overflow. Is
there a setting or test to do? If ice cubes frozen together: 1. Temperature fluctuating in the ice
maker compartment 2. Water inlet valve siping water, so needs to be replaced. Eugene, I am
having the same problem as Michael has. It is the filler tube that fills the ice cube tray. What do
you think the remedy could be? Hi Steve, my guess, if the filler tube freezes up, could be the
inlet valve, that sipping water into the ice maker??? I have the same problem, no water feed into
ice maker. I replaced the inlet valve today and is working fine, the ice maker runs the test cycle
as it should, but no water feed at the end of the cycle. It makes the noise it always has made
when pumping the water up to the ice tray. Just changed freezer temperature from 0 F to 4 F on

the recommendation of another website. You can try this: 1. Turn water tap OFF 2. Disconnect
ice maker water tube from the inlet valve and try to blow into that tube. But if it will not blow out
easily, turn the fridge OFF for 24 hours, in order to thaw all ice builds up. And then see if ice
maker will start making ice. I removed the line from the newly installed inlet valve and I was able
to blow through it. While I had the line removed, I ran the test cycle on the ice maker to see if the
inlet valve would release water when the ice maker called for it to refill. Just a drop came out.
The other side of the inlet valve pumps water to the water dispenser in the door no problem.
Any ideas? Follow up, the line from the inlet to the ice maker is clear. So I left the line
disconnected from the inlet valve and ran a test cycle of the ice maker. It asked for water at the
end of the test but nothing came out of the inlet valve. So, new inlet valve works on the water
dispenser side, ice maker itself works, line clear. Is there a fix to getting the ice to break apart as
it falls into the ice bin? Is this a problem with the ice maker or just something these LG fridges
do? Similar problem here. Ice maker worked great for first 2 years. Now, plastic filler line from
back of freezer into the ice maker freezes regularly. I just finished thawing it with a hair dryer for
the 5th or 6th time in We tried lowering temp gauge in fridge from 3 green lights out of 6 to 2
green lights, but then food and drinks are moderately cooled, not cold like we like them. Any
thoughts or ideas on how to rectify this issue? We are pros at thawing it with the hair dryer but
are tired of having to do that regularly. Thanks for any help you can give us! If its freezes up in
the filler tube, that means some amount of water left in the tube during fill or water slowly
sipping , due to not fully closed inlet valve. I Eugene, I have the same problem and I replace the
ice maker and the inlet valve and the problem still remaining. Ice fill tube is freezing again and
again. MY LG ice maker is just not getting cold enough to freeze the water. I checked what
appear to be vents inside the freezer and they look clear, no ice buildup. They freezer works just
fine. Thanks for the heads up about the test switch. That was how i got it to fill with water at
least. I have the same problem as Matt. I have what seems to be the same problemâ€¦ water is
getting there but it isnt freezingâ€¦. Hi Robert. Were you able to fix your problem? Water in, will
not become ice completely, tray will turn and dump water. How do I check if the fan is working?
Is there a thermostat inside the ice maker to determine when water becomes ice? Who controls
the time for the tray to dump ice? Control board, if you have an ice maker in the door. But if you
have the ice maker in the freezer, then nothing controls it. Ice maker has a built-in timer. Using a
magnet to simulate closed door, I get 8 degrees of cold air with enough fan pressure to easily
get to the ice room. That duct leads directly into a closed compartment in the ice maker. Sadly
temp in ice room still 53 degrees. I have checked all that you have said for the ice maker. It well
not dump the ice. There is a sencer on the bottom of the ice tray. If i remember the ohms where
around 45or Does this sencer trigger the ice tray to rotate to drop the ice. Or could it be the
board? Hi Maria. Do you have water in your water dispenser? Were you able to reset icemaker?
If yes, then when icemaker filling up with water, can you hear humming noise coming from the
back of the fridge? Unfortunately, there are so many things you need to look at in order to do a
proper icemaker troubleshooting. How do I clear it?? When i press reset it turn the tray then fills
fine. But then.. Is there a timer or something? Please help. Hello Elizabeth. Hard to say what
exactly caused this issue, but maybe it related to the optical sensor on your ice maker. Make
sure nothing blocking this sensor, but if it will not help, so then you need new icemaker. I have
this same issue. I replaced the ice maker this weekend and same problem. Hi Mick, dealing with
this type of ice maker is tricky, last thing what you can try is to change the control board.
Because the control board allows the ice maker to work in automatic mode. Hi I have a same
problem. Whenever I reset the button it will release ice from the ice tray. I replaced with a brand
new ice maker and still doing the same. Please advise. I have to push reset button on the ice
maker to release. Really need your assistance. What is the temp inside the ice maker
compartment? Still not releasing ice from the ice tray. Do you think I may have received a bad
Control board or Ice maker. Should I try to replace it again. Very frustrated not sure what to do.
SO, in you case, you can try to replace control board, cause you dont have any options for now.
Ice will only dump when I use the test button. Refills fine BUT will not rotate to release the ice.
Where is the sensor you referenced? Thank you. Hi Kathy, on this picture under the ice maker,
there is square plastic blocks on the left and right side. This is the optic sensor. Make sure its
clean. Our icemaker is the model with the power switch and it makes the ice ok for probably 3
months then will stop dumping from the tray. I pulled the icemaker out and made sure it was
clean and then left it out overnight to see if moisture had gotten into any of the mechanicals.
Put it back in and worked great for a couple months again. Do you think moisture is still getting
in and freezing or is the control module failing? Hi Gerald, as long as it keeps working once you
cleaned it, I think the problem not with the control module and not with moisture. I guess that
some amount of water splashes out when entering ice maker. I am having the same issue as
Elizabeth. It just started today. Woke up to no ice. Did the test and it is making ice, but not

dumping. Weird that it just stopped working out of the blue. I am having the same issue. Fan is
working checked with magnet and heard the fan come on after about 5 seconds, optical sensors
working got the ETY code. On the bottom of the tray there is a device attached. What is that? Is
it some kind of sensor. Any help would be appreciated. Hi Mark, did you take a look on the
service manual at the bottom of this article? Maybe you will find some useful information there.
Hi Doug. Did you check it with miltimeter or you just guess? Did you get exactly the same ice
maker? We are having the same problem. Hi Heidi, you need to check power using multimeter.
Tell me the model number of your fridge and I can tell you what kind of control board you need.
My issue is we reset the button and I at filled with water but does not freeze. What can I do next.
If the temp is high then 4 degrees, ice maker will not work? It seems like the ice cube tray has
ice cubes in it snd sometimes it works and I have ice cubes in my bucket and other time water
just pours into my bucket and then I just end up with one big frozen block. I even put a new filter
in. What possibly could be my problem. When you open the door ice falls out to the floor. Any
ideas what could be wrong? I have the same problemâ€¦ice keeps getting jammed at the
opening, and I have to end up taking out the whole assembly with ice falling out everywhere.
Please helpâ€¦thank you! Hi Beth, try to pour some water from ice maker side, to see if icemaker
dispenser shut closed properly. If it will start leaking water, most likely not properly sealed
when closed. Hello Eugene â€” I am having what I think is the same problem as these two users.
Is there a solenoid to open the door? Is this what you asking? How do you clean the tray under
the ice maker. I have turned it off, reset it, ran the test button and everything turns just no water
filling the ice maker. Any suggestions. Hi Ryan, the water inlet valve has 2 lines. You need to
check continuity for both using multimeter or solenoid for the ice maker has been clogged. So,
if ice maker not filling up, seems like the problem with inlet valve itself. Mine is similar but only
a little water fills the tray. It seems it is a very short cycle when I hear the water fill go into the
tray. Any suggestions? Thank you for your service! A little water fills the tray? Hi, my LG LMX
has a similar issue, I can hear the pump from ice dispenser trying to fill the ice tray with water,
then checked, nothing. I have tried these methods several times and it seems like hit-miss,
meaning sometime the water will fill the tray, but majority of the time no water. Parts
replacements are water valve, water filter and new ice maker. Please help as I cannot figure out
the issue. Thank you in advance, Richard. Hi, Richard. Inlet valve assembly has 2 solenoids.
One for the water and 2nd for ice maker. Seems like in your case, ice maker solenoid clogged
up by deposits. If you can use multimeter check the power once it should fills up with water. If
solenoid energized but no water coming out, it is clogged or burnt out. My ice maker was
working fine until the electrician came in and shut off the power in my kitchen briefly. I noticed
this morning not much ice. I have been following all your reset methods. No water is in my ice
tray now. I unplugged fridge for 30 secs. Heard all the proper noises, however still no water.
Very difficult to find the reset button or pin hole. I did find a small pin hole on the front by the
power button, however when inserting a pin the area was hard, nothing to push for a reset. The
lever on the side, I am not sure how hard you are to push the lever down.. It tends to want to
pop up. Like I said everything was perfectly normal, until the turned off our power for a few
moments. Mine did the same thing after I shut the power off for a while. Did you find a solution?
Feel free to text. Hi Michael, not sure what you are asking. You are saying that its not making ice
after you install it? Can you elaborate? Hi Bill, control board allows ice maker to work in
automatic mode. So maybe control board issue? I have seen what looks like an icicle hanging
from the mechanism. Hi Gale, check ice dispenser flapper, to make sure it properly sealed once
not in use. It seems like air getting into the ice maker compartment. I have the same problem.
Appears the problem is that the filler hose bringing water to the ice maker is clogged which
creates increased pressure like a thumb over a garden hose that then causes the water to spray
all over the place instead of neatly filling the trays. Some goes into the ice bin causing the ice to
clump, and some goes down the right side and freezes under the bin. The video showed how to
clean the filler hose with a paper clip. Hi Jodi, for me it sounds like ice maker trying to turn the
tray, but not able to. Is any ice got stuck in there? We have the same problem. It sounds like a
woodpecker. I have the same wood pecker sound and the plastic tray turning acts like it is
about to snap because of all of the pressure. Soâ€¦ how do you do this? Mine is doing same
thing. Almost looks like the rh side is stuck but lh side keeps turning and twists the tray. I has
been reset many time but nothing happens. What i need to do. Hello, hard to say what exactly
happened in your case. You need to check if ice maker getting power, if its not getting power
then problem might be with the main control board. You need somebody more exrerienced to
take a look at. Hi Eugene, I want to say thank you very much. I did the test and it filled. I got
what I thought was the best one that fit. It works in terms of making ice but it seems like water is
overflowing as it constantly freezes up outside of the tray and gets jammed. Everything looks
installed properly. The hose part is quite short though. I have an LG GM63SGS, the ice maker

was working well almost 3 years with a bottled water dispenser flojet pump, the problem now is
that is making less ice, and is because only fills the back row of ice tray, all the front row of ice
tray is completely empty when the ice maker does its filling cycle, the water dispenser seem to
be working like alwaysâ€¦.. It seems as though the ice is getting stuck to the custom mold plate
as when I press the reset button the arm spins until it contacts the ICE but cannot rotate the
cube out of the cube former. Currenly i removed the ice maker assembly put some warm water
over the cube former and dislodge the stuck cubes every cube in the cube former. I am now
letting it dry with plans to reconnect to see if this solves it, but am not optimistic that this is a
definitive solution, but merely a temporary one until the cubes get stuck to the former again.
Any insight or recommendations would be greatly appreciated. Upon running the test it appears
that water is leaking down the back of the compartment as it is filling the tray. The tray itself
does not have any blockages. Your advice? Thank you! My LG fridge icemaker makes ice and
fill the tray, but when you use the ice dispenser on the front door, the tray pops out and you
have to open the freezer and push it back into place and try again. Hi Patti, as i know there is no
schematic diagram for the ice maker only. Hello, I have the same problem as Leo. Only the back
tray of the ice maker fills with water. Any ideas why? Some of the causes: Weak water pressure,
Partially clogged inlet valve there are 2 of them, one for the water dispenser and second one for
the ice maker. My LG ice maker bowl filled with water and not freeze. What is the temp inside the
freezer? Usually, in the freezer, there is an ice maker fan which blows cold air into the ice maker
compartment. Check that fan if its working. Hello, and thanks in advance for your help. This has
been an ongoing situation for more than a year now. The lower end of the ice maker door inside
the fridge presents condensation that obviously eventually turns into ice. Besides this, we get
big lumps of ice cubes in the tray. I pulled the rubber gasket and clean it, situation is still the
same. Is the fix replacing it or something else? Hello, this is what you can do. I am not sure if it
will help, but anywayâ€¦ 1. Clean ice maker bottom compartment from the ice and turn water tap
OFF for days or more usually behind the fridge to see if any ice occur in there. If there will be
still ice, then the problem with condensation. If there will be no ice, then the problem could be
with the water inlet valve behind the fridge. Try to change the valve and see if it will make any
difference. Hi Alan, maybe inlet valve sipping water when its OFF? How do you change the
control board and where do you buy itâ€¦ My Ice is not dumping automaticallyâ€¦. Hi Heriberto,
You can follow this link and then type in model number of your fridge.. From the search list you
will find ice-maker. Hi, When I use a paper clip to push the reset button the ice maker just keeps
spinning and spinning. It will spin for 15 minutes or so. It does not fill with water. Every once
and awhile it will randomly fill with water and make a bit of ice. Hi Jason, seems like the problem
with ice-maker not with a control board. What is the model of your fridge? I can send you a link
for the icamaker. We have taken apart the freezer twice to gain access to the ice maker fan
motor and to dry it out. It will work for about months before having the same problem. I replace
the inlet valve and still nothing. I reset the icemaker, which makes noise, so I assume it is good,
but still nothing. What do I check next? After reset, the icemaker should be filled with water. Did
it fill? If not, maybe there is a problem with ice maker itself? When I press Test switch, it
dispenses ice and refills it with water. However, once Ice is made, it does not rotate to dump it
in the tray. Hi Vivek, for me it sounds like problem with a control board, if its not working on
automatic mode, but only when you press RESET. You can get a control board for your fridge
here , if you live in US. It does not stop when the ice holder is full and keeps on going. Hello,
seems like something wrong with a filler arm. I have a LG ice maker with the on off switch. It
only fills with water if the door to the fridge is open. It works normal other than that. I have
replaced the inlet valve, main control board and the ice maker control board and still have the
problem. Do you know what could be the problem? Hi Brandon, never heard about this issue
before. What about light? The door switch is working like normal. The so the lights on the front
panel come on and the lights inside go on and off. And if the door is left open the alarm goes
off. I moved the wires around going down into the door from the top and the problem got worse
not filling at all now. So my thought is a shorted wire where it goes into the door. What do you
think? I still have water coming out of the dispenser just not into the ice maker. Kenmore Elite
fridge with in door ice maker. Will not fill with water unless the door is open. It cycles normally
with the door shut and I hear the valve open trying to fill with water but none comes out. If I
open the door and hold the button to reset it, it will cycle and fill with water as normal. We used
to get just a little water leaking out of water outlet above receiving cup, right after getting ice
and water. But, usually it would fix itself a little ice clogging tube? Now, water seems to be
seeping from near it, AND against the back wall of dispensing area. Using hand, we notice the
lower shute and rubber flap below in door had a layer of thin ragged ice stuck to it. We could
even feel cold air coming out into dispenser area, bec. Used warm water to dispel, but it all still
leaks slowly. It seems something even lower in the door is holding water? I shake the left door

and water will then trickle out. Thanks for the lead. I measured ice maker compartment temp, its
not cold as freezer, assume it is the ice maker fan not working, order parts and replace the fan,
used multi meter check the old ice maker fan is not working. Thanks again. PO LIN. Where is the
ice maker fan located? I have the same problem as the ice maker compartment is not cold
enough to freeze the ice. About 3 months ago my ice maker quit making ice. I can still get water,
but no ice. I changed both filters, reset it and it began making ice again. Then, about two weeks
ago the same thingâ€¦â€¦.. I have tried reseting and nothing happens. Can you help me with this
problem? Sound like the problem with ice maker itself. Did you try to remove ice maker to see if
any damage on the tray? What about optic sensors on the side, they are clean? Hi Eugene, my
LG ice maker is frustrating me in this hot weather. Its not making ice continuously. I shut off,
reseted it, and changed the water filter. Not sure, but if it not making ice in automatic mode,
then the problem can be with the main control board. Hi Eugene. However, the water dispenser
dispenses water just fine. Water pressure is also good. I was going to try that but wanted an
opinion before ordering. Thanks in advance! Probably water inlet valve malfunction. If you have
a multimeter, check the resistance of the valve coils. Come around the fridge and listen to the
inlet valve, when ice maker sends a signal to fill with water. Just get a new valve and replace it. I
replaced both the primary and secondary inlet values but it did not fix the problem. I had the
technician leave and called LG and resolution is still pending. It appears that the ice maker
motor is not strong enough to break loose the ice from the tray when it is ready. My ice maker
does nothing when I do the test. Great article. I just want to point out one thing though. The
recommended temperature of the freezer is -4 degrees F, which is exactly degrees Celsius. It
will work at that higher temperature, but take longer to produce ice. My LG ice maker suddenly
stopped making ice â€” the tray and ice bin are empty, but the water dispenser is operating well.
I have tried the paper clip reset, and the blades turn for a short while and then stop. Does this
sound like an ice maker that needs replacing, or maybe a partially blocked water inlet? Where
would I find the inlet if I needed to check it? I have just replaced the water filter, but it was
overdue. Could that have anything to do with it? Thank you for this service! Inlet valve located
behind the fridge where water hose connected to. And yes, inlet valve can be partially clogged
by calcium deposits. Try to reset ice maker again, come around the fridge and listen for
humming sound from the valve. When ice maker auger will make a full turn, it will turn the valve
ON for seconds to fill. If you will hear a humming sound coming from the valve and at the same
time ice maker will not fill up, then valve partially or completely clogged. Thank you for your
response. Before I pull the fridge out to look, will I be able to unclog it? Or will the valve need to
be replaced? My ice maker was producing less ice. Any idea on what could be causing this?
Hello Eugene, Thanks for responding. The unit is just barely over two years old. Hi, model
LMXC, ice maker dumps cubes. Trying reset button know. My fridge is producing ice perfectly
fine but when I press the dispense button on the outside of fridge nothing happens. In addition,
no water water dispenses. I see lights and all buttons work. Both door sensors are working with
magnet test where I see lights go off and on. Not sure. If so very faint but I do see the light
trigger on at the handle when both are pressed. Hi, would like a link to the micro switch
replacement as I seem to have the same issue. Pushing the dispenser switch does nothing
unless held in place for several seconds up to 15 before it kicks in. Recently had compressor
replaced on this 2 year old LG under warranty no less as it stopped but recalled having this
same issue with the dispenser before that. Works most of the time but sometimes stops unless
holding in for a while for either ice or water. Hey there, I have an LG LFXST and it is no longer
making ice, problem as been on and off over the past 2 months and the test button usually fixed
it, however now the ice try is upside-down and test button does nothing at all. Make sure to
assemble it right. Hi â€” My ice maker makes a loud knocking sound. When we press up on the
left side of the ice tray it stops and settles back into the correct position. Can you tell me how to
resolve this issue? Hard to say whats the issue. Pull the ice maker out and inspect it. I guess
something jamming the ice tray. Having the same issue. Works fine. After it dumps the ice into
the bucket it makes a horrible knocking noise. Have to open up and push up on the left side to
stop it and then it will flip back and refill with water. Going to try and take out to see if
something is jamming it up. Ive got the French door LG model in the first photos. Quit making
ice out of the blue. Put in new filter, new water inlet valve, still no water. Test button turns tray
over normally. Drinking water comes out fine. When ice tray will make full turn, does it fill with
water? For me it sounds like an issue with the control board. My ice machine is only filling half
the ice tray. What could be going on? What can I do to fix the problem? We have a Kenmore
Elite LG Purchased new in After doing some searching on line about the similar problems I
found your post here. I went and thoroughly cleaned the heat exchanger vac and compressed
air. I do this annually and it wasnt too bad. Fridge is level and seals are good and tight. Still, the
ice maker is not making ice. I did a reset and what cubes were there fell from the tray, and the

tray refilled with water. Fill sensors are clean. Frozen items seem to be less frozen then they
should be for being set at I lowered the temp a degree to see if that would help. I also lowered
the fridge temp by a degree too to see if that would help. Now the silicone gasket that feeds cold
air to the ice maker used to have ice buildup around it, but that is not happening anymore. So I
am thinking it may be a temp or fan issue. I just put in a digital thermometer in the freezer and
will report back with temps when I have them. I wanted to get your thoughts on what the
problem could be and what to consider looking at. Thanks, Adam. Quick update. Temp reading
freezer: 17 degrees. Set for Ice maker: 28 degrees. Any suggestions are appreciated. Not sure if
you received my other message. Ice maker not working correctly and freezer might not be
getting as cold as it should. I reset the ice maker. What ice was there came out and it refilled
correctly. Not sure what to look at moving forward, and stumbled onto your site. If you need any
other info, let me know. Thanks -Adam. Because ice maker depends on the freezer temperature.
Eugene, good evening. Thanks for the tips to troubleshoot. It will rotate far enough to drop any
ice or water when I test but not the full degrees. You can hear the motor labor because of the
tray catching the shield. Nothing appears to be off track or out of alignment. Any suggestions
on what might cause the tray to bind? This is how ice cubes released. How kind to help so many
who are challenged with fridge whether your job or volunteer. Icemaker temperamental since
bought. Leaks all day from ice unit and lot water on floor. Troubleshooting done: Temp setting
at 33 fridge, -1 freezer. Notice freezer NOT freezing food, half frozen. Cool not cold. All doors
closing fine. Cleaned sensors on ice maker. Checked water line which assuming good, not
tangled, since filling tray fine, flowing from dispenser fine into glass. Reset icemaker, rotates
fine. Powered fridge off from power source 5 mins. Admit no longer hear icemaker noises like in
past. Any thoughts next steps? Many thanks for advice! Because if the temp in the freezer
noticeably high than it should be, ice maker will not work at all. Will not even try to fill with
water. Buy fridge thermometer in HomeDepot and measure what is the actual temp in the
freezer. Eugene, good morning. As i checked the ice machine I noticed the tray itself is slightly
off kilter. I have the type pictured in your 1st set of pictures. As I hit the test button, the tray will
rotate almost degrees. The right side of the tray seems to get jammed or binds up with the front
shield. The motor labors at that point and then goes back. Nothing appears to be off track out
out of position. Any insight on what might cause one side right side of the tray jam? Thanks in
advance for the assist. Hi kevin, this type of ice makers works without tray heater, so it should
twist a little bit to release ice cubes and it should come back to the initial position. Ok, thank
you. The explanation makes sense. Greatly appreciate your time and input and thanks for
fielding all our questions. Regards, Kevin. I have had an LG refrigerator for approx 6 months.
The ice maker does not make enough ice. I have had LG have a company come and ck it out. It
might produce enough for 2 cups if that. It does not make ice to fill the ice bucket. Eugene, I
have an LG ice maker in the bottom freezer area under the double doors unsure of model. The
problem is all of the ice will not dump out of tray. Upon refill, with some of the ice still in tray the
excess water causing major clumping in the lower bin. I have reset several times to remove the
remaining ice from the tray and it will work great for a few cycles and then repeat the issue. Help
me please! The freezer itself appears to be working fine otherwise. Any additional advice that I
could use? Maybe the inlet valve not fully closed, due to deposit build up and thats why is
sipping water? The first annoyance was YEARS of water backing up out of the ice tray, slipping
down the sides freezing the ice bucket in place. This needed hot water to be poured to loosen
and clean. Water filter is newly replaced. Still no ice. Next steps would be the evaporator fan for
possible rent, but clueless as to how the ice machine could be working up until I removed the
unitâ€¦. Hi Peter, thanks for your kind words. Just so you know, the ice maker will not work if
the temp is high then it should. Because fan blows cold air from the freezer to the ice maker
compartment. If you have a temp issue with the freezer, the ice maker will have issues as well. It
seems like you are the ice maker king â€” hope you can help with this one. Have an LG ST â€”
Stopped making water a while ago, and the unit was only making clicking noises â€” Tried
resets and eventually tried resetting the gears based on youtube video, but still no ice. At least
the water dispenser works fine. Finally got a replacement ice maker unit. Any ideas or additional
part I would have to check, reset or replace?. Hi Phil, this is what i would do: first, check if
icemaker getting power and a second one try to change inlet valve. Just so you know, inlet
valve have 2 solenoids. One for water dispenser and second for ice maker. They work
independently. So, in your case if you got new icemaker and still no ice, try to change inlet
valve. Thanks for your reply Eugene. Understand the issue with the freezer temp but how do I fix
it? Could it be the fan in the wall of the freezer needing replacement? The condenser was
replaced less than 18mths ago. I hear it runningâ€¦. If evaporator fan is working in the freezer,
but freezer still not cooling, you have sealed system issue or compressor failed. So other
words, you cannt fix it by yourself. After we changed out the evaporator fan which definitely

stopped functioning too, ice was still not being produced. Took your suggestion and brought in
a technician. LOL but not reallyâ€¦. Amazing working knowledge you have Eugene! Very much
appreciated. Outside of the initial ice making issues which was resolved with the scraping of the
calcium deposits from the intake valve â€” thank you , the compressor finally died only 2yrs
into a 10yr warrantyâ€¦ There were delays in getting a tech out here and then the nightmare of
ordering parts through LG. There was an interesting simple trick the tech did to determine this:
with the French doors open, he placed an ordinary magnet on the upper left front door
front-facing hinge. It mimics the door being closed and from there it was evident there was no
freezer air blowing out of the duct leading to the ice compartment. Failed system as you
concluded. In the end, saved me tons of money to repair instead of buying a new unit that was
surely to fail in time anyway based on how refrigerators are being built today: known in their
industry as Planned Obsolescence. Want to thank you again for all the great feedback and
direction you provide here for not only me, but everyone. Hi Eugene, thanks for your service.
Mid last year it stopped making ice. This model has the test button which is activated via a
paper clip. I have run the test, and the ice maker completes the self test. Sometimes the tray fills
with water, sometimes not. It depends if the water line is frozen or not. I have used a hair dryer
to thaw out, and after that, the ice maker works for at most 2 trays. The water in the door works
properly. I have replaced the water inlet valve, and the ice maker. No change in results after
these replacements. Does this appear to be a control board issue? Thanks John. Try to
decrease temp in the freezer for couple of degrees and clean water tube which coming to ice
maker from deposits. If tube freezing up, then some water somehow left in there after fill. The
ice tray on mine is leaking as it refills. The water than collects and freezes, clogging up the
chute. It also collects and freezes around the ice maker door gasket. It may be that it is simply
leaking underneath the tray somewhere or is there a drain tube? I suspect that I may have to
figure out how to remove the ice maker or tray to figure out where and why it is leaking. Try to
remove an ice maker and clean water tube from deposits which fills ice maker, maybe during fill,
water is splashing due partially clogged water tube at the end. We just got back to our house
after being away for about a month. We ran the water and ice for a full cycle to clean it out and
then a few hours later my son went to get water and it just kept pouring out. The dispenser lever
is NOT stuck at all. Take a look on the each side of the lever. You will see locking tabs is worn
out and not keep the lever in place. Just put the lever back into locking tabs and try to press it,
water should be going. In this case You need to glue these locking tabs with superglue or get a
new replacement. What a nightmare. My water dispenser is working fine but my ice maker is not
producing ice because it is not getting any water. It looks exactly like this model. Thank you for
your help. Your fridge have 2 inlet valves. One in the door, the second one behind the fridge. Hi
Eugene, thank you for your response. From the diagram, it looks like the inlet valve behind the
fridge is A and the one in the door is B. Do you have or know of any videos or other information
on how to get to and replace the inlet valve in the door? Everything I have seen is just for the
inlet valve at the back. I removed the one from the back and noticed a build up of what looks to
be calcium deposit on the exterior. Would you recommend replacing this valve before checking
the valve in the door? Thanks again for your help. Also take a look on this tube, to make sure its
not clogged by deposits. However, a few weeks ago, the ice flapper got stuck in the open
position when a cube got stuck. We realized what happened hours later and I cleared the cube
and the flapper closed. However, during that time, ice must have melted and refroze and I now
cannot remove the ice bin. It appears that there is ice blocking the passage between the bin and
the flapper. I turned off the icemaker and tried using a hair dryer to get rid of the ice. Hi there;
We have a 2year old LG. We have been unable to get an LG service person to our area. The
freezer now makes noise after opening and closing the door. My wife is there alone and has
tried all the trouble shooting tips in the manual. Checking to make sure air flow is not
obstructed etc. I have read all the tips about how to check the evaporator fan motor, the
condenser fan motor etc. My wife says the refrigerator part of the unit seems to be staying cool
and makes no noise. In reading through everything I can find it sounds like the issue may be a
bad evaporator fan, or something obstructing the fan which may be causing the noise. Is there
separate evaporators and fans for the freezer and the refrigerator. Would my wife be able to get
access to them by pulling the unit out from the wall? Probably you have ice build up, restricting
air flow and causing temp to go up. Yes, its separated evaporator coils, one for freezer , second
for fridge. Let she turn fridge off for 24 hours and let it thaw. After that you need to check heater
and defrost thremostat for continuity. LG Ice Maker stopped making ice in left door ice maker.
Tried the paper clip test and nothing. Replaced the motor unit and when I powered up the fridge
I could see the fingers rotate. Let it sit for about 5 hours. No ice. Tried the test button again, no
movement, no water. Turned off power to the fridge for a minute, and tried the test button again,
and still no rotation or water. Whats the model number of the fridge? Some ice makers

controlled by control board, some independant. I have already had a technician come out and
replaced the Board. The Fridge coded ER 1F. After we replced the board it still codes we unplug
and reset-and ice-maker works for a few days then codes again. We have checked and fan is
working. Any suggestions??? This is frustrating. Ice maker does not work the one in door. Ser
GQ I tried the test button and water did come out water is dispensing. I do not know if that fixed
it or not. Can you help. Seems the freezer door was ajar all night and most of the items in the
freezer got soft. Pulled out some big chunks of ice in the freezer section too. I assume from
condensation. II removed all contents from the freezer for 24 hours. The freezer seems to have a
hard time cooling down now and the ice production has slowed down. I lowered to -6 degrees. I
did unplug the unit for 30 seconds and I reset the ice machine. Hi, I have an LG top refrigerator,
bottom pull out drawer freezer. The ice machine was working fine until we came home and
opened the freezer and water flooded out everywhere onto the floor. Then the ice maker glides
back up and water dispenses again and then dumps water into the bucket. Do we need to
replace the entire ice maker? Any help would be much appreciated! Fridge was working fine. We
accidentally turned off the water to the unit. When it turned back on, every time the fridge tries
to make ice, it squirts the water out of the water dispenser instead of into the ice maker. Right
onto the floor. The water was off for about a week. We had the technician here and he said
everything is fine. House plumbing problem. We figured it out. Turned the water back on. Water
dispenser works great. I did the ice maker reset with the paper clip. At end of that test, it squirts
water on the floor again. Please help! You are doing a good thing here. Are you sure water
coming from the dispenser when ice maker filling up? Take a look inside the ice maker
compartment, is any water on the bottom? Maybe it squirting into the compartment when filling
up? It is a controlled two second squirt. Not a drip or leak. The water is not coming out of the
ice chute. It is coming out of the water dispenser tube in front of the ice dispenser. Very precise.
About a second and a half. Same every time. I have a side by side LG fridge. I tried the reset
button. Nothing happened. The ice tray is filled with ice currently. Do you think we should try a
new motor? The latch on the door to the ice maker compartment broke and we need to get a
new door. Is this what you need? Have lg lfc lower freezer with ice maker. Has worked perfect
for 5 years now is freezing up at fill tube or water line itself. Have replaced water inlet valve
makes ice correctly for days then freezes again. Ice maker mechanics are all working fine. Did
not replace water line from inlet valve to ice maker, think that could be the issue? Check
insulation on the water tube or line. I think the problem with cold air leak through insulation
foam and whatever it is. Also, check for deposits inside the fill tube. Ice maker will not fill with
water. Reset button cycles the tray but no water refill at the end. Water comes out of the water
dispenser properly. Water pressure is good and temp in the compartment is good. I replaced the
Water Inlet valve thinking that maybe it is partially clogged. Water from the water dispenser now
comes out a bit faster, but still nothing in the ice tray. Your fridge has 2 inlet valves, which one
did you replaced? Here is diagram for your fridge. I replaced a valve at the bottom rear of the
unit AJU where the water from the wall plugs in. I figured there must be a second one to control
flow to the water dispenser vs the ice maker, but I can not seem to find it. From the valve I
replaced, there is a water tube that runs up the back of the refrigerator and into a hole at the top
rear. I think I found it. I will try to replace that one. Thanks for the guidance! OK so I have now
replaced both water inlet valves, and still no luck. When I reset the ice maker, it cycles, then
when it gets to the point where it is supposed to refill the tray, I can something inside the fridge
give a faint click on and hum for about 10 seconds, then stop. No water though. All good there. I
also tested both sides of the water valve without the tubes connected just to see what would
happen. Water comes from the water side, but not from the ice side when I reset the ice
dispenser. Hope that makes sense. Alsoâ€¦where is the Control Board? I cant seem to find it. Is
it behind the control panel? If I reset it, it will sometimes make ice but other times the arms keep
spinning for a while. Check the temp in the ice maker compartment. Did it make any difference?
Eugene, I had the the ice machine turned off for 2 weeks. The freezer temp was set at The MO
will be that in a few days it will probably stop making ice again. Any help is appreciated. I have it
at I can try moving it down. The last time I reset it, it made one batch of ice and stopped. I
currently have it turned off. Hello Eugene , I had a techinisian came to ck my LG french door
stoped making ice and he said the problem was the ice maker and replaced with new ice maker
but still not working. I can see the problem is not getting any water. I apricate your help! Inlet
valve? Firstly, You need to reset ice maker to see if it will fill with water, if not, then you need
new inlet valve, i guess. I would check how much ice maker cost, but the model number is not
correct. Please check lfxcs Ice make will not work I tried the on off switch nothing. Tried test
switch nothing. Tried unplugging frig and retried test and nothing. Should I replace ice maker or
board first? Thanks for the help. What is the temp inside ice maker compartment? Put
thermometer there and check. Also check fan in the freezer which blows cold air to the ice

maker. Tried the Reset Switch but no effect. The Water Dispenser dispenses water fine. Thank
You for your help in advance!! Respectfully Submitted. Your fridge has 2 valves, one on the
back of the fridge and second in the left door. I am not sure which one for the ice maker. You
can see diagram for your fridge here. My Fridge just stopped working yesterday. We just bought
this house and have no idea how old it is, but all the appliances look fairly new. There is power,
as the lights are on and the control panel on the door reads like it is working, but everything on
the freezer thawed and the fridge is not cold. First try to reset power for 5 minutes. It should
reset control board and start cooling maybe. If it will not help, pull the fridge, remove back
bottom cover and check if compressor is running. If its running but still not cooling, then
compressor is failed most likely. Ice maker makes a loud tapping noise and the tray does not
turn over all the way like it is stuck. I found my answer from others questions and I just want to
Thank You for what you do. Sincerely Greg. Ice maker worked fine until I pulled the ice bucket
out to empty ice. After that no more ice making. Reset button does not turn arm. Fill tube clear
but no water comes out during reset test. Powered off for 30 min to reset with no change.
Checked temperature â€” goes down to minus 3. Water filter good, pressure 68 psi, and cold
water flows. Used hair dryer to thaw ice maker and recycle power â€” no change. Anything else
I can try before replacing AEQ? Hi Glenn, thank you for your kind words. I would like to help you
but its a hard one, because you already checked everything. But what about ice bucket metal
arm? It should be set in the middle and it has to move up and down, and then set in the middle.
Did you check that? Mine was the line where it dispenses the water to the ice try was frozen and
had deposits. Cleaned it out and now it fills. I has since frozen again. Have to de-ice the to get
water flow. Suspect heater wire is the culprit. That means new door inclosure as the wire is
unserviceable. Thanks Eugene. Conversely, if the water line is frozen, will the reset button not
turn the arm? Wish there was someway I can buy you a cup of coffee to thank you. Wondering if
this site allows me to email you a Starbucks code? Glenn, if the ice maker is bad, it will not send
a signal to the inlet valve to open, so water will not flow through fill tube. But from the other
side, inlet valve also can fail electrically or mechanically and not allowing water to flow. SO you
need to check valve as well for the continuity. If water line is frozen, ice maker should be
turning. Regarding coffee You can buy me a coffee here. Eugene, After replacing the ice maker,
it worked well for about 4 days then stopped producing. I have now per your advise checked
temperatures in freezerâ€¦.. You mentioned replacing the control board. My model is a Kenmore
Elite Do you think it is the control board and if so do you know what the part number is. Also if
you have anything on how to replace I would sure appreciate it. Thank you in advance. It does
not keep the temp in the ice maker compartment. Try to defrost it fridge, for letting sit for 24
hours with the doors open and t see if it will help. Also check ice maker fan in the freezer
compartment to make sure its working. The fan is working. Dan, My slim line lg ice maker has
quit for the 7th or 8th time. They wont replace the whole fridge because they can fix it. The fans
that push the cold air into the ice bin, freeze up and it will not freeze the ice. Over and over and
over this happens. They have fixed it at their cost every time. But how can I defrost the fans?
Icemaker wont refill with water. Reset button will cycle icetray but will not refill. Removed the
tube to the ice maker and blew through it to ensure no blockages. Before I go buying more
parts, thought I would reach out. What am I missing? In this situation, i would check the inlet
valve if its getting power once you reset ice maker. And exactly at this point i would put probes
of the multimeter on the inlet valve connector and see if its geting power. What component
regulates the temperate in the freezer and fridge as well as the defrost cycleâ€¦â€¦â€¦.. The
mother board, the PCB main or something else. I thank you in advance for your help. Regarding
defrost cycle, it can be defrost temp sensor as well, it depends on the model of the fridge. Great
information here! We have an LG French door refrigerator that has an ice machine in the door
and one in the bottom refresher. Neither is making ice. I tried the reset on the top unit and the
motor did work but looked like only a little water was released to fill the try. Does this sound like
a clogged line or is this a panel issue? I have tried resetting refrigerator by unplugging it as
well. Yes, if you found a little bit of water in the tray, something wrong with the water line or fill
tube or inlet valve. The best way to check this is to RESET ice maker and wait until you see how
much water coming into the ice tray. It requires some troubleshooting, to figure out which part
is failed or maybe just clogged. It appears the ice maker is dumping the ice before the inside of
the cubes are frozen, the water drains into the bin and I get a large solid cube and no ice cubes.
It is set for 0 F. New problem it was working fine for the last 3 years? Seems like icetray
overfilling for some reason. Or icetray not dumping ice and filling with fresh water again? Hard
to say. Hi Eugene I have 3 door LG. Ice maker is in the door. The ice maker and everything
inside the door started to freeze up after someone turned up the water pressure on the water in
line. I adjusted the water pressure and all was good. Ice maker making ice as it should. Ice will
now not dispense from the ice bucket when you press on ice switch. I can hear the motor try to

turn but will not turn the metal dispenser. The water dispenser works. The ice dispenser worked
before I fixed the freezing problem. I tried the test mode and it did not progress past the second
test. I took out the ice maker and cleared it of the ice inside, re-installed it and re-ran the test
mode. It successfully went through all the modes. Once the water had frozen, the ice maker still
does not eject the cubes. Is this a problem with the ice maker motor or a control board? Top ice
maker seems to be making ice, but the bottom dispenser is not. The control arm is down and
seems to be blocking the drawer when we pull it out. We had an error message that appeared on
the machine that related to the filter. We have a replacement filter ordered. The indoor ice maker
is not currently working. I have tried replacing the filter and cleaning the water valve near the ice
maker. What would you recommend for further trouble shooting? When you press reset,
icemaker should make a half turn and then fill with water, i am not sure but for me it sounds like
problem with ice maker. My icemaker makes plenty of ice but it does not dispense the ice. There
is not even any sound when you push the dispenser plate on the outside. Hi Eugene! We have
the LG InstaView fridge. It barely makes ice. I have to push harder on the top. I tried a magnet on
the left side door and it works. The side with the InstaView does not. Is their a way to replace the
magnet? The fridge will not dispense water and is not making ice because it thinks the fridge is
always open. I had to turn the door alarm off. Thank you in advance for your help. I have an LG
LFXST and like a few others my in-door ice maker is not cold enough to freeze ice, despite my
freezer ice maker working properly. When I run the test it empties the water from the tray and
refills it just fine. Where is the fan that distributes freezer air to the in-door freezer? Is there a
procedure to diagnose it? Do you have a part number? Hello, the ice maker fan ADJ located in
the freezer compartment, behind the panel. You need to apply magnet to simulate door closed
and feel if cold air coming out from the vents see the ice maker on the right side. My LG fridge
we bought less than 5yrs ago is the worst. The fridge in our garage is probably 30yrs old and it
runs like a champ. The newer the appliance , the worse it is. Same goes for washing machines.
In any other aspect of life it would be unacceptable to us to pay thousands of dollars for
something and have it quit working or need to be repaired. The slim style ice maker we have on
ours is a constant pain. The biggest problem is this. To release it you have to reach your hand
up into the chute and flip the flapper down and then an avalanche of ice falls out. Hello, My LG
Frig french door, model will not dispense water or fill my ice maker tray.. The water get to the
inlet valve and stops. LG fridge might come with 2 inlet valves, one on the back of the fridge,
another one inside the left door. Which one did you replace? I replaced both valves. I confirmed
water is getting to the small reservoir inside the left door but will not pass through inlet valve
next to it. I have the following fridge lfxcs. I did the diagnostic and ice maker poured ice, refilled,
and everything appears to be working well. However I only got one set of ice and it stopped
producing. I unplugged the ice maker for a minute and hours later had ice. Hi Michael, i am
preparing some updates to the post regarding optical sensor and how to check them. So come
back in a couple of days for an update. Thank you for the quick response! It has the skinny
metal bar towards the bottom. The same one that has a pin hole for testing. I just double
checked. My water dispenser is working, but my Ice maker is not. The tray is not filling up with
water. Some LG fridges have a separate inlet valve for the ice maker in the left door. Maybe its
failed or ice maker itself has issues. Water dispensing, ice making and ice dispensing stopped
working all together at the same time. No voltage sent to secondary water valve when calling for
water. Water valve in rear of fridge is feeding water up to secondary valve through the filter and
reservoir tank is full. Test button on ice maker works but no water at end. Could all these
problems be the control board behind the dispenser panel EBR? Thanks for your valuable time.
Thanks for your reply. I traced the problem to the neutral wire. It is a blue wire coming from the
main board and dives into the left door hollow hinge. It has somehow come loose from
wherever it terminates inside the door or is broken. The auger motor neutral wire has
connectivity to the two water valves that separately feed the water in the door and ice maker.
When I checked the resistance between the neutral wire entering the hinge and the auger motor
neutral wire in the harness connector feeding the ice maker, it is infiniteâ€¦no connection. When
I jump those two wires, everything works as it is supposed to. Is there any way to get to the
wires in the door to fix this problem or is it new door time? My LG fridge is only 5 years old! The
freezer fridge and icemaker have stopped producing cold temps completely. Waterline is tested
and fine. I took off the back cover and cleaned the dust off the condenser coil. The compressor
sounded fine and was not clicking, slight hum, feel slight vibration to the touch. The fan was
blowing fine on to the coil. The fridge sounds like its working but is not cooling. LG makes
ranges that enjoy a long track record of top performance in cooking. You can bake or cook just
about any type of meal to perfection using your LG range. When your LG range is working right,
count on Sears PartsDirect to have the repair parts you need to fix the problem. Sears
PartsDirect makes it easy for you to find replacement parts you need for your LG range. Simply

look up replacement parts on the LG range parts diagram for your model and select the repair
parts you need. Install the parts and you'll have your LG stove working again in no time. LG
range repair and replacement parts LG makes ranges that enjoy a long track record of top
performance in cooking. Models Showing of Shop parts. Showing of Back to top. Categories All
categories. Electric Ranges. Gas Ranges. All brands. Kenmore Elite. Kenmore Pro. Magic Chef.
Modern Maid. Viking Range. The electronic control board controls the oven functions and
provides the display for the range. Oven door light switch. The oven door light switch is a
plunger switch on the frame of the oven above the opening to the oven. The oven door pushes
the oven light switch plunger in when the door is closed to turn the light off. When the door is
open, the plunger is released and the light is on. Outer oven door glass panel. The outer oven
door glass panel is the heat-resistant piece of glass that forms the outer part of the oven door.
Oven door hinge. The hinges on an oven door control the rate at which the door opens and also
allow the door to stay open at an angle. Hinges are usually installed in pairs so the hinges and
tension springs match, ensuring the smooth operation of the door. Oven door lock assembly.
The oven door lock assembly is a safety mechanism that prevents accidental burns and oven
fires by latching the door shut during self-cleaning. The door unlocks when the oven cools to a
safe temperature usually less than degrees F. It's also used on ovens with the child lock-out
feature. The assembly includes the lock and switches that detect whether the door is locked.
Spark igniter electrode. The spark igniter electrode provides an ignition spark to light a surface
gas burner. It's an insulated electrode that sends a spark to the burner head when the spark
module provides voltage. It sparks with a ticking sound when you turn the burner switch on a
control knob to the Lite position. How to replace the oven burner igniter in your Inglis gas range
Unplug the range and turn off the gas supply shut-off valve. Remove the oven racks. Remove
the screws at the back of the bottom oven panel. Lift the back of the panel slightly and push
back to release the bottom oven panel from the retaining lip. Push down on a front corner of the
bottom panel so it tips enough that you can grasp the sides of the panel. Work the bottom oven
panel up and out of the oven. Note how the carbide electrode on the igniter overlaps the holes
in the burner. Detach the igniter plug from the wire harn
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ess by releasing the locking tabs on the connector. Pull the igniter out of the oven and set it
aside for disposal. Being careful not to touch the carbide electrode with your fingers, plug the
igniter into the wire harness. Position the new igniter so its holes line up with those on the
mounting bracket. Insert the mounting screws and tighten firmly. Push the wires down, out of
the way of the burner. Work the bottom oven panel into place. Slide the oven racks into the
oven. Open the gas supply shut-off valve for the range and plug the power cord back into the
electrical outlet. Bottom-Mount Refrigerator. Electric Line Trimmer. Craftsman electric line
trimmer parts. Electric Range. Electric Water Heater. Rheem 81V40 electric water heater parts.
Front-Engine Lawn Tractor. Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts. Hedge Trimmer. Echo
Hedge Trimmer Parts. Laundry Center. Side-By-Side Refrigerator. Top-Mount Refrigerator.
Kenmore B top-mount refrigerator parts. Need help? Close Start Chat.

